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DEFAMATION

• Two types – libel and slander

• Need publication

• If private person, need negligence

• If public person, need malice

• Truth is an absolute defense



Defamation

First requirement: a false, defamatory 
statement.

“In my opinion, George lied.” Defamatory?

Yes. Opinions aren’t actionable – unless they 
imply knowledge of defamatory facts, as here.

“In my opinion, George is a bore.” Defamatory?

No. “Bore” is too indistinct to be defamatory.



Truth

…is an absolute defense to a defamation claim.

“Substantial” truth is enough.

I tell people you’re in an adulterous relationship.

You admit you were for fifteen years, but you 
stopped last week. Close enough: no liability.



Libel vs. Slander 

Libel is defamation in written or broadcast form.

Slander is defamation in spoken form.

P can usually get general damages for libel – in 
other words, damages without proof of specifics.

For slander, P has to prove actual pecuniary loss. 

But there are exceptions…



Slander Per Se: Presumed Damages

P can get automatic damages for these slanders:

• Saying P committed a crime.

• Saying P has a loathsome disease.

• Saying P is unfit for his profession or office.

• Saying P has committed sexual misconduct.



Publication

A statement must be published to be actionable.

Which just means: communicated to someone 
besides the plaintiff.

If you repeat what someone else said, you publish 
it.

If you tell me, “X said that P is a thief, but I doubt 
it’s true,” then you are (potentially) liable to P.



Intent or Negligence Needed

Q: I call you a thief. An eavesdropper 
overhears me. What result?

A: No liability, unless I should have known of 
him.

Q: I call you a thief in public, but in a language 
that only you and I know. Liability?

A: No liability. The words must be 
understood.



Defamation: Consent as Defense

P applies for a job. He asks D to write to the new 
employer, explaining why D recently fired P.

P expects the letter to defame him, but he 
doesn’t know the details. It does defame him. 
Result?

No liability. P can’t complain if he consented to 
publication.



Fault

If P is a public figure, he has to show that D had 
actual malice.

A “Public Figure” can be public just in the 
relevant area. A law dean is a public figure in 
the school.

“Actual malice” means: knew it was false or had 
serious doubts about it (did, not should).



Private Figures: Constitutional Rules

If P is a private figure, no actual malice is 
required.

But P still usually has to show negligence.

Strict liability still may be possible for completely 
private situations.



Defamation: Privileges

There are qualified privileges: times when you 
can’t be sued even if you say something false.

They’re “qualified” because you have to speak in 
good faith and without recklessness. 
Examples:

– A reference for a former student or employee;

– Internal discussions within a company;

– Give-and-take in a seminar.



Qualified Privileges

A qualified privilege isn’t lost through 
negligence.

You call me for a reference on P. I say he was a 
crook. P sues me for defamation.

I’m safe if I believed what I said, even if it was 
negligent. I’m liable if I knew it was false or 
consciously disregarded evidence that it was.



Let’s try a hypo

Anchor is a popular local news anchor.  Recently, a 
reporter for a local newspaper wrote a story about 
how Anchor has been having affairs with much 
younger women, some of them underage.  The 
reporter believed the story to be true, since he had 
heard the allegations form women that supposedly 
had such affairs with the Anchor. In fact, it was 
completely fabricated by the women. 

If Anchor brings suit against the reporter for 
defamation, he most likely will:



Answer Choices

A. Prevail, if the story is false.

B. Prevail, because the story concerned a purely 
private matter.

C. Not prevail, if the reporter exercised 
reasonable care in ascertaining whether the 
information was true or false.

D. Not prevail, because Anchor is a public figure



Answer - C

• C sets the standard for negligence. 

• Public Figure? Maybe, but if the reporter 
wasn’t even negligent, there wasn’t malice. 

• Answer D is too broad



Opinions on Music

Dr. Jeff is a prominent and famous music professor at Berklee
School of Music.  He is a well-regarded band director, 
composer and musician, known mainly for conducting his 
classical pieces. The Boston Globe, the local newspaper, runs 
an article stating that Dr. Jeff was at a Lady Gaga concert and 
appeared to be immensely enjoying himself.  The article went 
on to say that Dr. Jeff has been a huge fan of Lady Gaga for 
quite some time, and at the concert he was seen trying to get 
backstage to beg for an autograph. None of this is true, and in 
fact, Dr.  Jeff was in an all-night rehearsal with his orchestra 
while the concert was going on. He comes to you to see if he 
has a claim for defamation. 

How do you advise him?   



Is it defamatory?

• There is definitely publication, and it’s 
definitely false. 

• The questions are 1) Is there fault and 2) is the 
statement defamatory?


